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h i g h l i g h t s

• We investigate the effects of the initial configuration on identifying online user reputation for the user–object bipartite networks.
• When the parameter q equals to 0.8 and 0.9, the accuracy value AUC would increase about 4.5% and 3.5% for the Netflix data set.
• Online users’ reputations will increase as they rate more and more objects.
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a b s t r a c t

Identifying the user reputation accurately is significant for the online social systems. For
different fair rating parameter q, by changing the parameter values α and β of the beta
probability distribution (RBPD) for ranking online user reputation, we investigate the effect
of the initial configuration of the RBPD method for the online user ranking performance.
Experimental results for theNetflix andMovieLens data sets show thatwhen the parameter
q equals to 0.8 and 0.9, the accuracy value AUC would increase about 4.5% and 3.5% for
the Netflix data set, while the AUC value increases about 1.5% for the MovieLens data set
when the parameter q is 0.9. Furthermore, we investigate the evolution characteristics of
the AUC value for different α and β , and find that as the rating records increase, the AUC
value increases about 0.2 and 0.16 for the Netflix and MovieLens data sets, indicating that
online users’ reputations will increase as they rate more and more objects.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Reputation systems based on the Bayesian framework have been widely used to identify user reputation for user
networks,which provides a flexible framework for integrating reputation services into e-commerce applications [1,2], where
the user reputation is denoted by the beta distribution [3–5]. The basic idea based on the beta distribution is to define the
user reputation as the expectation value of the beta probability density function(PDF) with α = 1 and β = 1, which applies
not only to user–user networks but also to user–object bipartite networks [6,7].

Mui et al. [8] proposed a probabilisticmechanism for inference among trust, reputation, and level of reciprocity,where the
user reputation was defined as a quantity embedded in the social network for evaluating the agent and encounter historical
behaviors. Jøsang et al. [9] used the beta PDF to combine feedback and derive reputation ratings based on the probability
expectation value. To filter out unfair ratings, Whitby et al. [10] proposed a statistical filtering technique based on the beta
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distribution. In the recent years, the reputation systems based on Bayesian framework for user–object bipartite networks
have been developed. Based on the beta distribution, Liu et al. [11] presented a parameter-free algorithm for ranking online
user reputation via the beta probability distribution (RBPD), where the user reputation is calculated based on the expectation
value of the probability that the user will give fair ratings. It could be not noticed that the initial fair and unfair rating
distributions are set as uniform ones, denoted by the parameters α = 1 and β = 1.

There were some Bayesian algorithms considering other forms of α and β . Jøsang et al. [12] transformed continuous
ratings into discrete ratings by using the fuzzy set membership function where the parameters α and β are determined by
the function and the ratings. Then Jøsang et al. [13] introduced the non-informative prior weight as a parameter to calculate
user reputation scores. Although thesemodels changed the initial configuration in theway of changing the parametersα and
β , the effects of the initial configuration on reputation systems have been not discussed. Zhou et al. [14] pointed out that the
configuration of initial resource distribution affects the accuracy of recommendation algorithms, even under the simplest
case with binary resource. Inspired by this idea, we investigate the effects of the initial configuration on the reputation
algorithm for user–object networks.

In this paper, we investigate the effect of the initial configuration for Bayesian reputation systems. The user reputation
is based on the beta PDF with different parameters α and β . Firstly, we calculate user reputation scores and object quality
values by the RBPD algorithm in user–object bipartite networks and take the ratio of all the opinions denoted by a fair
rating parameter q into consideration at the same time. Empirical results show that comparing with the uniform initial
configuration, the AUC value changes with the increase of the parameters α and β and the larger the parameter q is, the
larger the AUC value is. More significantly, when the parameter q is 0.8 and 0.9, comparing with the case of α = 1 and
β = 1, the AUC value would increase about 4.5% and 3.5% for the Netflix data set, while the AUC value would increase about
1.5% for the MovieLens dat set when the parameter q equals to 0.9, meaning that the effects of the initial configuration for
different data sets are different. Furthermore, we investigate the evolution characteristics of the AUC value for different α

and β . The integrate timestamp is divided into 10 time intervals of the same length.We can find that the AUC value gradually
increases as the rating records increase, indicating that users’ rating accuracy will be enhanced as the time they stay in the
system becomes longer.

2. Methods

The rating system represented by a bipartite network consists of the user set U and the object set O. We use Latin and
Greek letters to distinguish users and objects, respectively. Consequently, riγ denotes the rating given by user i to object γ

and Ri denotes user i’s reputation. Uγ denotes the set of users who rated a given object γ , while Oi denotes the set of objects
rated by user i, and kγ and ki denotes the degree of object γ and user i, respectively.

2.1. Bayesian reputation systems

Bayesian reputation systems [15] take binary ratings as input: Fair rating or unfair rating. When a rating riγ is consistent
with themajority of opinions among users set Uγ , it is considered as a fair rating for bipartite networks [16], otherwise as an
unfair rating. We use a fair rating parameter q to denote the ratio of all the opinions where q ≥ 0.5. We adjust the ratio of all
the opinions to find the changes of the algorithm. For example, when the parameter q is 0.5, a rating need to account formore
than half of all opinions and then it will be considered as a fair rating. As the parameter q increases, the difficulty that a rating
is considered as a fair rating increases. For the reputation systems based on the beta PDF, the posteriori reputation score is
calculated by combining the priori reputation score with the new rating [1]. User reputation scores can be represented in
the form of the probability expectation value of the beta PDF, where the parameters α and β represent the amount of fair
and unfair ratings respectively.

The PDF of the beta distribution is a power function of the probability variable θ and its reflection (1− θ ) as follows with
the gamma function Γ :

Beta(θ |α, β) =
Γ (α + β)
Γ (α)Γ (β)

θα−1(1 − θ )β−1, (1)

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and the parameters α > 0, β > 0. The expectation value of the beta distribution is denoted by
E(θ ) = α/(α + β). Generally, the priori distribution is defined as the uniform beta PDF with α = 1 and β = 1. After
considering user i’s rating records that there are s fair ratings and f unfair ratings, respectively, the posterior distribution
is the beta PDF with α = s + 1 and β = f + 1. However, the uniform initial configuration may affect the accuracy of the
algorithm [14]. Therefore, we assume the priori distribution of the beta PDF is not uniform and user i’s reputation is denoted
by the probability expectation value of the beta distribution,

Ri =
α + s

α + β + s + f
, (2)

where the parameters α and β denote the amount of fair and unfair ratings given by user i when there is no rating records
in the initial stage of the system.
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